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ABSTRACT

Li, Jiayu. M.S., Purdue University, May 2015. Tracking Sales Activities in Agribusiness.
Major Professor: W. Scott Downey.

Decisions in the sales area, including customer and product selection and margin
discipline, shape profits for companies in agribusiness. Management of the sales function
takes place at the organizational, managerial, and practitioner level, each of which
requires data about the process. Individual salespeople benefit from better knowledge of
customers (Dixon & Adamson, 2011), and sales managers benefit from understanding the
activities of salespeople. Organizationally, data on sales activities may be used to
determine progress toward organizational goals or to compensate salespeople.
This research utilized surveys to investigate how agribusiness companies differ in
the ways they keep track of sales data. Differences were found to exist between
agricultural retail companies and manufacturers, between crop and livestock serving
companies, and between salespeople and sales managers. Salespeople tend to value
customer-level sales data. As sales and marketing integration grows, a broader
perspective could be of higher value. Managers track how many new customers
salespeople obtain, but pay less attention to other sales efforts. This research sets an

ix
agenda for future exploration into compensation, management, and sales efforts in
agribusiness and guides practitioners in ways to improve their sales efforts.

Key Words: sales, data tracking, survey, agribusiness, sales calls, compensation
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

Salespeople accounted for 4.67 million jobs in the United States in year 2012
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). This represents about 12% of the total workforce
employed in full-time positions in the U.S. (A. Zoltners, Sinha, & G. Zoltners, 2001).
Salespeople’s tasks include building and maintaining satisfying customer relationships,
handling products, returns, and exchanges. In many organizations, the sales function is
the primary location for revenue generation. Agriculture takes place in almost every
region of the State. Within Indiana, for example, the industrial supply business in
agriculture accounts for more than $13 Billion in sales and 80,000 jobs (“Report:
Indiana”, 2015). Many of those workers are involved in industrial sales processes that
serve farmers directly through agricultural retailers, or are salespeople in manufacturing
companies who serve those retailers. Decisions in the sales area, including customer and
product selection, as well as margin discipline shape profits for companies in the
agribusiness industry. Training and compensation of salespeople are a major investment
for most companies, with approximately $4 billion spent every year training sales
professionals to increase their knowledge, skills, and capabilities (Dolezalek, 2006).
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Customers are a scarce resource, given that the market for many industrial
products is finite. This is particularly true in agriculture, where farm consolidation has
resulted in fewer, but larger commercial farming operations (Sumner, 2014). Because of
this, industrial salespeople and sales managers in agribusiness must strive to make every
customer interaction successful, sometimes with a limited set of tools. Treacy and
Wiersema (1995) proposed three disciplines for creating value in the marketplace. One of
these is customer intimacy, indicating that the relationships between salespeople and
customers are critical in many organizations. This is particularly true when one considers
that product quality and operational efficiency may be outside of the control of the
salesperson. The focus on customer intimacy in industrial sales role implies that the role
of salesperson may be less about explaining value than about matching a complex value
proposition to specific customers by knowing and understanding their customers’ needs.
Each interaction between a salesperson and a prospective customer is expensive
when compared to other communication tools (Downey, W.S., Downey, W.D., Jackson,
& Downey, L., 2011). Treating these interactions as an investment in furthering customer
intimacy implies that salespeople and managers should be concerned about maximizing
returns by assuring that each interaction creates some value for both the parties in the
interaction. The value proposition often extends beyond core products and services to
information and relational value supplied by the salesperson. The primary task for the
sales role in an industrial context is to create value for individual customer, to solve
problems and to be creative so that their customers can buy the advice and expertise as
well as the product (Dixon & Adamson, 2011).
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For an individual salesperson, better knowledge of customers often leads to a
better result and performance in their sales activities (Dixon & Adamson, 2011). As a
whole, the performance of each individual salesperson is crucial to their sales managers
and their employers, as the profit of the whole company is an accumulation of
performance of every single salesperson. Thus, every single activity of a salesperson
contributes to a better overall performance of one company.

1.2

Sales Management & Effectiveness

As the sales force performances are so critical in determining a firm’s overall
performance, sales managers must utilize effective and efficient assessment processes for
salespeople. An impact evaluation method would assist sales managers in identifying
strong performers as well as bad-performers. This identification should drive resource
allocation for coaching time, for example.
An easy and direct way many sales managers use now is evaluating their
salespeople by the sales revenue they generate (Miller, 2009). Managers analyze and
judge their sales force by the sales in a certain period of time, for example, a month, a
season, or over a whole year. The larger the revenue they generate in a given period, the
better performance a salesperson has. These production numbers are the primary
observation used to determine if a salesperson is satisfactory or not and often ties directly
to their compensation (BizMove, 2003).
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However, other companies may keep track of more detailed information than just
sales revenue, for example, how many sales calls are made on each individual customer.
It is important to recognize that within the sales profession, a sales call is generally
defined as face-to-face interaction with customers and precludes contacts by
communication devices like telephones. Companies using more complex approaches find
that simply measuring sales revenue by salesperson does not present a fair evaluation of
sales activities. Steenburgh and Ahearne (2012) proposed using team performance to
compensate each salesperson in the team, which is also a way that some firms evaluate
their sales force. Other researchers also mention using customer perceptions for example,
customer satisfaction, as an additional method for evaluating sales people (A. Zoltners,
Sinha, & G. Zoltners, 2001).
A sales pipeline is also a good sales tool which displays every sales step
accordingly with potential customers in a sales cycle (Jordan, 2014). A sales pipeline
could help managers and salespeople understand the sales process and increase the sales
revenue by better managing activities. Using sales pipeline management enables
companies to track performance within a reporting period and hold and more efficiently
direct resources (Miller, 2009). Overlooking interim sales activities may lead to an unfair
judgment on salespeople by their managers.
Efforts have been made to solve this problem. Sales effectiveness analysis is
another measurement that managers use to evaluate their salespeople. Zoltners A., Sinha,
and Zoltners G. put forward a more advanced and completed method in 2001. Multiple
ratios are used in this assessment method, for instance, sales per salesperson and sales per
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call. Combining these ratios with the common metric of sales revenue generated for each
salesperson would directly benefit sales managers by providing them a simple yet
effective tool to eliminate biased evaluations that arise from earlier methods. In the long
term, solving this problem could increase the sales revenues of a company and its profits
as well as enable salespeople to perceive higher role clarity and thus, work with a more
positive attitude (Shoemaker, 1999).
It is the sales managers’ responsibilities to monitor the organizations revenue
generation and the resources used to obtain them. The goals of sales managers typically
include achieving target sales revenue goals, training and evaluating their salespeople,
and making good connections between salespeople and companies. The improvement of
sales performances often depends on the sales management role. To improve sales
management, a sales organization should have a comprehensive understanding of factors
that lead to sales performance and the data needed to evaluate it. However, no study has
directly assessed how different agribusiness firms keep track of sales related data and
how this information could be used to improve sales performance. This research
examines how agribusiness companies use different types of sales data to determine their
sales force effectiveness. Understanding these issues will advance understanding of the
industrial sales and sales management processes within agriculture in the academy and
will provide guidance to practitioners.
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1.3

Objectives

This research paper has the following objectives:
1. Understand the differences between large and small companies in how they
keep track of their sales data
2. Understand the differences between sales managers and salespeople in how
they keep track of the sales data.
3. Understand the factors associated with whether a company has a CRM
(Customer Relationship Management) system or not
By understanding these differences, researchers will be able to provide
information to help companies better determine their sales effectiveness. This research
will benefit agribusiness companies by helping them understand the importance of
tracking various sales data. This research will also help sales managers make better
decisions in compensating their salespeople in order to improve their overall sales force
performance.

1.4

Organization

Chapter two reviews the current literature on the sales function and how it has
changed over time. That chapter of this thesis describes differences between employees
in sales and marketing, and also some sales force evaluation methods. It also includes a
specific review of various sales management metrics. Chapter three explains the survey
completed for this thesis in detail, including the process of sampling, the process of data
collection, the survey questions, and the survey instrument. Chapter four presents the
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results from the survey, followed by the discussion of the results. Lastly, chapter five
includes discussions and conclusions of this research, implications gathered from
analyzing the results, limitations of this research, and opportunities for future research in
this area.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter will first describe the current situations of effective sales force
management among companies. As the traditional perspectives of the sales function have
changed through the years, an evolution of new type of sales function has emerged in
some companies. In addition, current literature is reviewed in this chapter to describe the
differences between employees in sales department and people in marketing department.
The next section in this chapter will address some existing methods of salesperson’s
evaluation. A general idea of the customer value will also be provided. Followed by that,
the sales management metrics as well as sales force compensation will also be addressed.
The final section will give a general introduction of the survey method, which is used in
this research paper. These are the foundations of the survey in this research, and the
survey will be presented in the next chapters.

2.1

Sales Functions

Various scholars approached the concept of sales from different perspective and
generated different definition for sales functions over the years. Traditional views of the
sales function mainly focus on selling products or services to consumers, in these models
the sales function is designed and controlled by the marketing department (Piercy, 2006).
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These approaches may not serve industrial sales, because marketing oriented approaches
underestimate the impact of sales function on customer relationship management, and
confuse the sales and marketing investments in customer relationships (Piercy, 2006).
The new sales department is being innovated by powerful companies and
customer forces (Jones, Brown, Zoltners, & Weitz, 2005). Piercy argued that there is little
doubt that the role of sales department in firms has gone through big changes in the past
several years (Piercy, 2006). Sales processes need to be integrated with marketing
strategies. The capabilities of salespeople always include two parts: their specific
knowledge and their skills in information acquisition (Weitz, H. Sujan, & M. Sujan,
1986). Piercy had a similar argument believing that a specific and important demand by
firms is that sales people should demonstrate insightful knowledge of their customers
(Piercy, 2002). It is a defining skill that top salespeople should have. The skill would
require that salespeople understand not simply the customer’s organization, but deep and
specific knowledge about the markets in which that customer operates.
Successful industrial salespeople have the ability to categorize customers beyond
basic demographics such as age, title and salary level. They are more likely to segment
similar selling situations into groups by tracking more information and use corresponding
selling strategies in every case (Weitz., H. Sujan, & M. Sujan, 1986). Knowing their
customers’ characteristics, buying patterns, and the selling environment adds to the
effectiveness of a sales force.
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2.2

Sales & Marketing

Salespeople need to sell the right products and services to the right customers. An
effective marketing plan of a firm could help improve sales performance. However,
historically, only a few companies in the United States have been marketing-minded
(Kotler, 1977). In this traditional view, sales executives tend to concentrate on very
different aspects from marketing executives. They aim to increase the sales revenue but
not the profits, focus on short-run rather than long-run, know individual customer well
but not market segments, and prefer to sell directly than making sales plans (Kotler,
1977). On the contrary, marketing executives are in favor of thinking about the opposite.
They would like to increase profits, focus on stable long-run success, understand the
customer types and segmentations, emphasize products and brands, and create good
marketing researches and plans (Kotler, 1977).
Managers who understand these differences seek to combine both sales and
marketing functions. Various research has been done that discusses sales-marketing
integration and its benefits and drawbacks. Tatikonda and Montoya-Weiss have adopted a
view of innovation by combining operations and marketing perspectives and provided a
model to illustrate that penetrating the market quickly is beneficial to sales in an
unpredictable, turbulent environment (2005). Others have concluded that coordinating the
sales and marketing functions could improve the effectiveness of sales activities (Rouzies,
Anderson, Kohli, Michaels, Weitz, & Zoltners, 2005). Another research noted that if the
knowledge, especially the tacit knowledge, remains solely within the sales force, it can’t
be used effectively to improve firm performance (Arnett & Wittmann, 2014). Therefore,
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sales activities must be used to help support marketing efforts, not just the other way
round.
Besides the differences in functions, the methods used to track sales marketing
activities are not the same. Sales outcomes are easily tracked through orders. On the
contrary, it is always hard for managers to evaluate the effectiveness of marketing
activities, such as new product promotions and media advertisements (Rouzies, Anderson,
Kohli, Michaels, Weitz, & Zoltners, 2005). Closer ties between the measurements of the
two functions may lead to better understanding of factors leading to success of both.

2.3

Sales Force Evaluation

An effective evaluation process for salespeople is able to distinguish wellperforming salespersons and identify bad-performing ones from the team so that further
measures could be taken by the manager to keep the team running efficiently. Yet in
some circumstance, an inappropriate evaluation may do more harm than good to the team.
Revenue based monitoring of sales is simple and direct. There are some common
criteria for evaluating salespeople’s performance beyond that simple measure though:
numbers of calls made, amount of time spent in sales activities, and numbers of new
accounts opened usually in a calendar year are examples of this (BizMove, 2003). Using
these statistics, sales managers are able to compare their salespeople easily and rank them
according to these numbers.
However, an effective method for evaluating sales performance should take into
consideration various other factors, such as the variety of products different sales persons
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are trying to sell, the different competitive markets they are in and dynamic customers
they are facing; it is perhaps impossible for a single, simple standard to account for all
these variables and provide a fair and usable evaluation process for sales people across a
variety of situations.
Sales effectiveness analysis suggested by Zoltners, Sinha, and Zoltners, measures
customers’ responses to sales calls. There are ratios that are useful in assessing the
relative sales effectiveness of salespeople, for example sales per call is a way to make
comparisons beyond simple revenue (2001). These ratios could be used to compare
salespeople from different territories and could also be used to compare a single
salesperson’s performance over different period of their career. Unfortunately, depending
on one single measurement and ignoring other factors could result in an inaccurate
impression of sales performance.
In the same book, Zoltners, Sinha, and Zoltners suggest five dimensions of sales
force productivity. These five dimensions are sales force drivers, people and culture,
customer results, sales force activity, and company results (2001). Managers can allocate
different importance levels to each dimension, providing a better and more reliable means
of assessing sales performance across an organization but doing little to identify
individual performance. Within the sales force activity dimension, however, the authors
identify some inputs to the sales process that could be useful to track: calls by phone or in
person, bid on business, sales proposals and letters could all be used to assess sales
activities of individual sellers.
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2.4

Customer Profitability

The customer is even scarcer than capital in today’s business world. Companies
spend a large amount of time and money on understanding and pursuing potential
customers. As the importance of each customer has been recognized in industrial contexts,
there have been many ways suggested for measuring the value of customer relationships.
Customer profitability analysis and customer lifetime value are two primary ways for
companies to measure the value of customer relationships. By understanding the effort
dedicated to specific customers, firms are better able to manage their investment in them.
Customer profitability analysis (CPA) considers the allocation of revenues and
costs related to customer segments or individual customers, leading to profitability
measures at both levels (Raaij, Vernooij, & Triest, 2002). By tracking sales activities and
outcomes at the customer level, sales managers are able to compare and select targeted
customers through their numbers of orders, profits of each order, costs incurred, etc.
Research by Dorrington and Goodwin (2002) looked at these measures over time,
computing the estimated lifetime value of a customer. These authors suggested that the
customers’ current profitability is not their actual worth to the firm. However, the
discounted net value that a company derives from its customers now and in the future are
what matters. Lifetime value can be defined as “the value of the future revenues from a
customer, based on their current and future product holding” (Dorrington & Goodwin,
2002). It can also be expressed as the net present value of the future stream of cash flows
a company expects to generate from the customers (Peppers & Rogers, 2006). Tracking
sales costs and outcomes at the customer level could assist salespeople and their
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managers in identifying the customers who are the most profitable. This information
could then be used to evaluate where future sales time should best be invested.
Salespeople or their managers need to predict the future customer activity, future
marketing cost, and contribution margin from each customer on which sales calls are
made in order to calculate the individual CLV (Kumar, Venkatesan, & Rajan, 2008). Past
purchases behaviors help to predict the future behaviors. These include the frequency of
purchasing and customer loyalty. Future marketing costs could be predicted by assuming
the past costs will continue to occur. Contribution margin from each customer depends on
the past contribution margin, total number of customer contacts, and total quantity
purchased through all product categories. The aggregate lifetime value of customers on
whom calls are made could be a point of comparison for examining the effective
selection activities of sales people.
Return on investment (ROI) shows the benefits of an investment and it is used to
evaluate if the investment is good or bad. Return on marketing investment (ROMI)
provides the ability to measure the financial return from costs related to sales and
marketing. Both measures could be helpful, but they are simply based on an assumption
that the supply of cash is limited, while the supply of customers is infinite (Peppers &
Rogers, 2006). Thus, maximizing ROI or ROMI along may not be adequate measure of
sales performance by itself.
In the book Return on Customer, Don Peppers and Martha Rogers propose a
measure called Return on Customer (ROC) based also on the customer lifetime value.
This model quantifies how a company could generate value from its customers by
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looking at the customer lifetime value as well as customer equity. They defined the
customer equity as the total of all the lifetime values of a firm’s current and future
customers. Return on Customer could be expressed as a firm’s current period cash flow
from the customers plus any changes in the customer equity, then divided by the total
customer equity at the beginning of the period. While this is an effective measure of the
value of a portfolio, it doesn’t indicate or guide the specific activities with specific
customers that lead to attainment of the portfolio.

2.5

Sales Management Metrics

Data-driven decision making has been widely used in the business world over the
last few years (Wladawsky-Berger, 2013). Consistent with these trends measurement of
sales activity as a component of effectiveness is essential for senior managers, general
managers, and sales managers, who would like to have a tool to quantify performance.
No single metric is likely to be adequate by itself. In this section, different kinds of sales
management metrics will be reviewed. These metrics will become the foundation for the
survey and analysis in this research paper, which will be presented in the following
chapters.
Sales unit volume, dollar revenue generated and profit could be obtained in the
company’s accounting system typically. The allocation of sales time used with specific
customers to generate the numbers could be more difficult to obtain without good records,
but could provide a richer sense of inputs into the sales process.
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Salespeople are expected to do the right things in order to accomplish their sales
goals. Acquiring new customers and retaining old customers are two main tasks for
salespeople as they want to increase sales. Getting a new customer in an industrial
context like agriculture is not simple and often requires multiple steps before its final
success. An effective sales call is difficult for a manager to assess without being present
on the call, especially when the manager is distant geographically or has limited time to
spend observing the salesperson in the field.
One method of assessing sales call effectiveness may be to consider whether
salespeople are using the right tools, with the right customers, at the right times. This
requires tracking not only the number of sales calls by customer, but the type of sales call.
There are five unique types of sales calls, which are classified according to the initial
purpose, not according to the end result. Some calls, including prospect calls, lead calls
and service calls, may begin with one purpose and end with another as a result of an
unknown opportunity (Downey, 2015). Discovery calls and presentations are two types
of calls in which a clear, desirable end result is predetermined.
A prospect call is an introductory sales call during which the purpose is to get to
know or to better know a non-customer or a customer who only does a little business with
the company. A lead call is a call on a non-customer which has been generated as a result
of a referral from another part of the organization, for example, marketing or technical
departments, or from a customer or supplier who indicates there is a need. The purpose of
a lead call is to explore the need, but not necessarily to present value and obtain a sale. If
the purpose of following up on a lead is to obtain a sale, then the call should be classified
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as a presentation call. A follow-up, service, or maintenance call (all very similar in nature)
is a call made on an existing customer with the purpose of providing service, solving a
problem, or maintaining the relationship.
A discovery call is a structured interaction with an important customer for which
the purpose is not to sell or solve problems. The purpose is solely to better understand the
customer without creating the defensive stance associated with requesting a sale.
Discovery calls can only be made on customers for whom there is a high level of trust
and are not calls used for the purposes of getting to know a non-customer. Crosby, Evans
and Cowles said that future sales opportunities depend mostly on relationship quality,
such as trust and satisfaction (Crosby, Evans, & Cowles, 1990). On the other end of the
spectrum, a presentation call is a call to a non-customer or a customer with the purpose of
presenting value and obtaining a sale.

2.6

Sales Force Compensation

Sales force compensation represents one of the largest marketing expenses for
business-to-business companies who use sales as their primary promotional method. In
aggregate, U.S. firms alone spend more than $800 billion each year, which is three times
more than they spend on advertising (Steenburgh & Ahearne, 2012). Compensation
typically includes base salary, bonus and commission (Farris, Bendle, Pfeifer, &
Reibstein, 2006). There are always some arguments existing on how salespeople should
be compensated. One approach is to pay salespeople like other employees, with
compensation derived primarily from a set salary. Some researchers argue that
salespeople are goal-driven and their compensation should depend on accomplish
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predetermined revenue goals at the end of some period (A. Zoltners, Sinha, &G. Zoltners,
2001). A well-designed compensation system that maximizes salesperson performance
while minimizing costs remains the holy grail of many firms.
One challenge of incentive based compensation systems according to Steenburgh
and Ahearne, is that the low-performing group in the sales force is usually heterogeneous.
For example, new hires may need more training and time to work with the team better.
Senior salespeople may become too complacent, and some people might be just less
gifted and motivated than their colleagues (Steenburgh & Ahearne, 2012). If the
compensation system is meant to incentivize successful behaviors, there may be groups
who find the rewards misaligned with their efforts.
Measuring relational outcomes with customers (customer satisfaction or cross-sell
ratios for example) may provide an acceptable method of measuring sales performance.
Salespeople interact directly with customers, presenting, negotiating, and completing
value delivery for customers. Customer surveys and direct observation by sales managers
are two methods for gathering information about the quality of relationships (A. Zoltners,
Sinha, & G. Zoltners, 2001). However, these measures may sometimes be at odds with
the selling organization’s interests. The contribution of low prices to customer
satisfaction may mean that customers are satisfied at the expense of margins. Similarly
high service levels may result in less time allocated to generating revenues. There are
trade-offs between establishing relationships that result in customer retention (therefore
positively impacting the lifetime value of those relationships) and the cost of acquiring
them. Determining relationship metrics and making calculations of these benefits may be
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one positive aspect of a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system (Storbacka
& Lehtinen, 2001) that provides transactional information about customer purchases by
product over a period. Access to these types of information have been shown to provide
information that helps managers improve profitability by reducing costs and increasing
revenues, as well as enhancing customer loyalty and satisfaction. In addition, a firm
without an effective CRM system is likely to lose its customers and revenues when a
competitor successfully adopts an effective system (Buttle, 2004).

2.7

Hypotheses

No recent research has been conducted that examines the collection and usage of
sales data in agribusinesses. The purpose of this study is to understand how companies of
different sizes, roles in the value chain, and different sectors of agriculture vary in the
ways that they keep track of their sales related data and compensate sales people. The
theoretical discussion presented in this chapter leads to the following hypothesized
relationships:
Hypothesis 1: Large and small companies differ in the way of tracking of sales
data.
Hypothesis 2: Salespeople and sales managers differ in the way of tracking sales
data.
Hypothesis 3: Whether or not a company has the CRM system affects the data
tracking behavior.
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Hypothesis 4: Companies who agree that sales unit volume is the best ways to
measure sales activity will be less likely to measure sales call plans and sales call reports.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

This chapter is composed of two main sections. The first section describes the survey
that has been conducted for the purpose of this study. The sample frame and methods are
specifically discussed in the first section. The second section of this chapter introduces
the logit model that will be used to analyze the hypothesized relationships.

3.1

Introduction of the Survey

The relationships suggested by the theoretical background of this research area
suggest the use of surveys as a method for examination. Surveys are one of the most
common qualitative research methods. Qualitative research methods are often used in
new areas and areas which are not yet well-understood, to generalize new theories or to
test, correct, and develop previous theories (Bitsch, 2005). The method also has its use in
evaluating and reviewing current policies, actions, and evolving developments. Surveys
are commonly used in the social sciences to address questions about opinions and
behaviors (Prokopy, 2011). Surveys are relatively efficient and cost-effectiveness
compared to other qualitative methods such as interviews, experiments, or direct
observations. The survey in this study was administered with an online questionnaires,
which was conducted via Purdue Qualtrics online, from February 10th to 27th, 2015.
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3.1.1

Survey Samples

In this study, 2,138 participants in total who have participated in professional
development activities in sales and marketing topics for agribusiness in the past were
purposively selected to receive a survey notice by email. Their responses were
collected through Purdue Qualtrics. These companies primarily serve crop farmers,
livestock farmers, crop retailers/corporations, livestock retailers/corporations,
equipment dealers or other customers. The subjects were selected because their titles
indicated their roles and position in their organizations included senior management,
sales management, marketing management, management of areas other than sales and
marketing, sales, or technical specialties. An initial notice of the survey with a link
was distributed and a follow up email to the same group was sent one week later.
There were 294 responses, for a response rate of 13.75%. After discarding the
responses in which one or more items were unanswered, the sample size dropped to
272. Eliminating these questionnaires reduced the response rate to 12.72%. This
response rate is within rates suggested for other social science research which have
ranged from 9% (Aoki & Elasmar, 2000) to 20% (Nulty, 2008), depending on the
analysis method used.

3.1.2

Questionnaire

The survey questions found in Appendix A were developed to gather
information on different types of sales data that may be collected by sales
organizations. There were 12 items, several had multiple parts. The items were
divided into three sections. The first section consisted of three basic questions.
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Respondents were asked to identify their roles, their companies’ primary customer
types, and the size of the organization. The second section asked about specific sales
metrics, divided into sales activities, management activities, and customer activities.
The third section asked about some opinion questions about compensation.
Under sales activities, respondents were asked to answer questions about how
they kept track of sales unit volume, revenue dollars, profit, number of new customers
acquired, number of retained customers, number of call plans completed, number of
call reports completed, number of sales calls, number of product training days, and
number of sales training days. Respondents were asked to answer questions about the
units by which data was tracked. Options include by customer, by product, by
salesperson, and by organizational unit. These questions are open to multiple answers;
respondents may use various ways to track different types of sales data.
The next two questions were about sales calls. Explanations of five different
types of sales calls were provided so that respondents would have a common set of
defined activities. The units by which this information were used included in total, by
customer, by salesperson, and do not track. This is also a multiple-answer questions;
respondents may use different ways to track their different types of sales calls.
Under management activity, respondents were asked to choose how their
companies decided the compensation of salespeople. Answers including percentage
of sales volume, percentage of profit, team performance, and base salary. Multipleanswers are valid for this question.
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There were two questions about customer activity. The first question asked if
respondents had CRM systems or not. Questions about the extent to which a CRM
system is used to keep track of sales activities followed affirmative responses to
having a system in place. A scale consisting of 11 integers from 0 to 10 was given.
The value, 0, represented that no sales activities are recorded, while 10 meant that all
sales activities are recorded. If the answer was no, then the participant would be led to
the next section.
The last section of this survey was about general opinions. Four questions
about compensation and sales force evaluation were measured using Likert scales.
Respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement with each statement by
way of an ordinal scale, 0 to 10, which 0 represents strongly disagree, while 10
represents strongly agree. The four statements included opinions about whether total
sales volume is the best way of measuring the performance of salespeople; whether
there are many factors that could influence overall sales performance; opinions about
how easy it is to evaluate the effort of salespeople; and how easy it is to evaluate the
effectiveness of salespeople. Likert scale questions are simple to construct, are likely
to produce a highly reliable scales, and they are easy to read and complete for survey
respondents (Page-Bucci, 2003).
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3.2

Logit Models

Logit models are used to model binary or limited response variables. In this
study, three sets of logit models are used to examine multiple binary dependent
variables. Models used for each hypothesis are discussed below.
For hypothesis 1, hypothesis 2 and hypothesis 3, same explanatory variables,
including company sizes, roles in organizations, primary customer types served, and
whether the company has CRM system or not, are used in an attempt to identify
which respondent characteristics determine the way sales data is tracked.
Companies are divided into “large” and “small.” According to the United
States Census Bureau, there were 21,911 firms in agricultural, forestry, fishing, and
hunting industries in 2008 (United States Census Bureau, 2008). The census data
divided these firms according to their numbers of employees. Similarly, in this
analysis, companies with fewer than 1000 employees are defined as “small”
companies; more than 1000 employees are considered to be “large” companies. The
independent variable, size is a binary variable in which 1 represents large companies
while 0 represents small companies.
The roles of respondents are represented by four dummy variables. They are
seniorm for senior managers, salesm for sales managers, otherm for other managers,
and others for other roles. Technical specialists are accounted for with other roles,
since this category is relatively small with just 4.67% of valid cases. Salespeople are
omitted as a reference for the reason that multicollinerity is avoided. The results
would reveal whether other groups are more or less likely to keep track of sales data
than salespeople.
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Types of customers served by respondent companies are divided into five
categories, producing four dummy variables: K – 1 = 4, cropf indicates crop farmers,
cropr represents crop retailers, livesf represents livestock farmers, and otherc
indicates equipment dealers and other customers. In this case, livestock retailers are
omitted and used as the reference.
The independent variable crm indicates if the company has CRM system or
not, which 1 represents has CRM, while 0 represents doesn’t have CRM. The results
would reveal whether having the CRM system affects sales data tracking behaviors.
So the dependent variables Xi for the first three hypotheses are: size, seniorm,
salesm, otherm, others, cropf, cropr, livesf, otherc and crm, as discussed briefly
above. Table 3-1 shows the list of dependent variables for hypothesis 1, 2 and 3.

Table 3-1 List of Independent Variables
Variables
Company size
Senior manager
Sales manager
Other manager
Others
Crop farmers
Crop retailers
Livestock farmers
Other customers
Has CRM?

Name
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm

Description
1 (large), 0 (small)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
1 (yes), 0 (no)
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For hypothesis 1, hypothesis 2, and hypothesis 3, there are four sets of logit
models, with each set including logit models with different dependent variables
representing types of sales activities. Sales data are tracked in total, by customer, and
by salesperson or tracked at any level. The twelve sales data are sales volume, dollar
revenue, profit, new customer, retained customer, call plan, call report, discovery call,
presentation call, prospect call, lead call, and follow-up call. Sales volume, dollar
revenue, and profit are three commonly tracked activities for almost every company
(as presented in the analysis part in Chapter 4), which are left out for tracking at any
level. So there are overall nine logit models to see if the respondents track the
activities at any level. The nine independent variables are newtrack, recustrack,
calrtrack, calptrack, disctrack, prestrack, prosptrack, leadtrack and foltrack. There
are twelve models for tracking in total, by customer and by salesperson. The
dependent variables for sales data in total include totvol, totrev, totprof, totnew,
totrecus, totcalp, totcalr, totdisc, totpres, totprosp, totlead, and totfol. The dependent
variables for sales data by customer include volcus, revcus, profcus, newcus, recuscus,
calpcus, calrcus, cusdisc, cuspre, cusprosp, cuslead, and cusfol. The dependent
variables for sales data by salesperson include volsal, revsal, profsal, newsal, recussal,
calpsal, calrsal, salesdisc, salespresent, salesprospect, saleslead, and salesfollow.
The tables of explanations for each dependent variables are shown in the appendix.
The dependent variables are all binary variables, in which 1 measures that the
respondent actually track the data, while 0 measures that the respondent doesn’t track
the data.
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The binary logit model is expressed as follows,
1

Pi = 1+𝑒𝑒 −𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋β

(1)

where Pi is the probability;
e is the base of natural logarithms;
β are the estimated coefficients of the predictor variables;
and Xi = {x1, x2, …, xk} where k is the number of independent variables that
explain the phenomenon for respondent i.
In a logit model, coefficients can’t be read to indicate the contribution of
variation from independent variables the way Least Squares regression coefficients
can be. Instead, marginal effects in logit models express the rate change in one
quantity relative to another (Powers & Xie, 2000). Specifically, the marginal effect
shows how a one unit change in the independent variable (xi) produces the change (βi)
in dependent variable (yi) on the left-hand side of an equation. The marginal effect
can be written like this:
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑖𝑖

= 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦 = 1) ∗ 𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦 = 0) ∗ 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖

(2)

The significance of the coefficient of the dependent variable would determine
whether this dependent variable is a good indicator or not. The marginal effects on
the success probabilities are often reported, which is the change in the dependent
variable per unit change in the independent variable.
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The two dependent variables considered in hypothesis 4 are totcalp and
totcalr, which indicate whether the respondent tracks the total numbers of sales call
plans and total numbers of sales call reports. These two dependent variables are also
binary, in which 1 measures that the respondent actually tracks the data, while 0
measures that the respondent doesn’t track the data. One independent variable is
opinions about the statement that sales unit volume is the best way of measuring the
performance of salespeople. Demographic independent variables are also included in
the equation.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

This chapter is comprised of four main sections. The first section describes
statistical results obtained from the survey regarding which data is tracked, including the
demographic makeup of the survey sample and basic statistics regarding each of the
survey questions. The second section focuses on the question, “Who is tracking the data?,”
by providing regression analysis of respondents in different sizes of companies, different
roles, and CRM system usage. This chapter also presents results of the relationship
between salesperson compensation and tracking sales data, and the results of the Likert
scale questions about respondents’ opinions in that area.

4.1
4.1.1

Descriptive Statistics

Characteristics of the Respondents

This section describes the demographic characteristics of the 272 respondents.
According to the survey, the first three questions asked respondents to identify
themselves, based on their company sizes, roles in the organization, and numbers of
employees in their organizations. Results are shown in Figures 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3.
Figure 4-1 shows the distribution of all the respondents’ roles in their
organizations. Among all the complete responses, sales managers are the largest
group, representing 36.8% of total responses. The next largest set of respondents is
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salespeople, which accounts for 23.5%. Senior managers account for 13.2%, the
marketing manager group accounts for 14.7%, and managers in other areas account
for 5.2% of the sample. It is difficult to assess whether this distribution is
representative of a broader population of agribusiness employees since little formal
research has been completed in this area.
The respondents are also categorized by the customer types that their
organizations primarily serve, as shown in Figure 4-2. Over half (52.6%) of the
respondents’ organizations serve crop farmers as their primary customers.
Figure 4-3 represents the company size. There are 34.6% respondents of the
sample working in organizations that have 1000 or more employees, which represents
the “large” companies as explained in the last chapter.

Figure 4-1 Roles of Respondents
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Figure 4-2 Customer Type

Figure 4-3 Company Size
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4.1.2

Sales Activities Data

Frequency analysis is a type of descriptive statistics that is commonly used to
summarize frequencies or measures of central tendency, such as the mean (Shi &
McLarty, 2009). This section presents some of the descriptive statistics for the survey
responses received through this research.
Question 4 in the survey, which is a multiple-answer question, asked
respondents to select all the sales activities they track. Ten different activities were
listed, including sales unit volume, revenue dollars, profit, number of new customers,
number of retained customers, number of call plans completed, and number of call
reports completed. For each activity, five choices were given: those who collect the
data in total, those who track by customer, by product, by salesperson, and by
organizational unit. An additional variable was calculated that indicated whether the
respondent kept track of the sales activity by any means at all.
Table 4-1 shows the frequency analysis results of all the sales activities. The
percentage of respondents who reported tracking each of the sales activities are
shown in the table. Six columns show whether the respondent tracks the data at any
level, tracks only the total number, tracks by customer, tracks by product, tracks by
salesperson, and tracks by organizational unit (such as a department). The most
common variable tracked is totvol (total sales unit volumes), which more than 84% of
respondents reporting that they track. The next one is volcus (sales unit volumes by
customer), which more than 83% of respondents reported tracking. totrev (total dollar
revenues), volsal (sales unit volumes by salesperson), and volpro (sales unit volumes
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by product) are also commonly measured, with more than 80% of respondents
indicating that they track each of these metrics.

Table 4-1 Frequencies of Sales Activities Tracked by Respondents
Sales unit volume
Dollar revenue
Profit
New customer
Retained custome
Call plan
Call report

Track at any level Total only By customer By product By salesperson
99.26%
84.19%
83.09%
80.15%
81.25%
97.43%
82.35%
66.18%
62.87%
70.22%
87.50%
72.43%
31.25%
42.28%
38.60%
84.56%
59.19%
21.69%
63.97%
37.13%
75.00%
47.43%
55.15%
33.82%
11.40%
45.59%
20.22%
11.40%
4.41%
37.50%
44.85%
18.01%
11.40%
5.15%
37.13%

By unit
64.71%
60.66%
53.68%
20.22%
4.41%
9.56%
11.76%

It is interesting to examine how large and small companies differ in using
CRM systems. About 71% of big companies have access to CRM systems, while only
50% of small companies have it. And after using the t-test, the difference is
statistically significant at a 1% confidence level.

4.1.3

Five Types of Sales Calls

Respondents were asked to identify how they keep track of five types of sales
calls. Table 4-2 shows how sales managers and salespeople track different types of
calls at any level. The percentages represent how many of each group track these five
types of call at all. Five t-tests were used to see if the difference between sales
managers and salespeople are statistically significant. However, none of these
differences show statistical significance.
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Table 4-2 Calls Tracked at Any Level
% of sales managers % of salespeople
Track at any level
Discovery calls
Presentation calls
Prospect calls
Lead calls
Follow-up calls

45.00%
54.00%
60.00%
56.00%
55.00%

4.2

48.44%
50.00%
54.69%
51.56%
53.13%

Who Is Tracking?

This section contains the regression analysis for the first three hypotheses. In
order to test these hypotheses, four sets of logit models are used. One set considered
whether a specific sales metric was tracked at all. One set considered whether a
specific sales metric was tracked, but only as a total number for the organization. One
set considered whether a specific sales metric was tracked for each salesperson. And
one set considered whether a specific sales metric was tracked by customer. Each set
included nine to twelve logit models, with a specific tracking activity as the
dependent variable, as needed in order to test the hypothesized relationships. The
same independent variables are used for every model: company size; the role of the
respondent, including senior manager, sales manager, and other managers; the
customer type that the company serves including crop farmers, crop retailers,
livestock farmers, and livestock retailers; and access to a CRM system. Detailed
results from the 45 total models compared in these four sets are included in Appendix
B. Marginal affects and confidence levels in significant models are included as tables
after the discussion of each hypothesis.
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4.2.1

Company Size

Hypothesis 1 considers whether tracking sales activities varies by Size of the
organization which is included as the independent variable of interest in this case. The
detailed results for each model are provided in the Appendix B.
The first set contains nine logit models of a possible twelve shown in Table
4.3.These models looked at whether each metric was tracked at all. Because sales
revenue, sales volume, and profit were tracked by nearly all respondents, these three
models were not analyzed. Six of the nine models tested were found to be significant,
with Prob>chi2 smaller than 0.05. Significance of the model indicates that there exists
difference between large and small companies in tracking sales data. They included
tracking of new customers, retained customers, call plans, call reports, prospect calls
and follow-up calls were all significant. Size is significant in the new customer model
at 10% confidence level, and in the follow-up call model at 10% level. After doing
the marginal effect analysis, large companies are 6.93% less likely to track new
customers, and 11.1% more likely to track follow-up calls than small companies are.
The second set of models used to examine Hypothesis 1, considered whether
specific sales metrics were tracked only as a total for the organization. All twelve
possible dependent variables were used in this analysis. After doing the logit
regression analysis, eight of the twelve models in the second set are significant, with
Prob>chi2 smaller than 0.05. They are total retained customer, total call plan, total
call report, total discovery call, total presentation call, total prospect call, total lead
call, and total follow-up call. Size is statistically significant in three of these. Marginal
effects were calculated to see how the company size could affect sales data tracking.
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Large companies are 9.82% less likely to track discovery calls only by the total
number than small companies; large companies are 8.03% less likely to track
presentation calls in total than small companies; and large companies are 6.65% less
likely to track lead calls in total than small companies. However, size shows no
statistically significance in other models.
The third set of models focused on how size affects the tracking of sales data
by customer. After doing the logit regression, six out of twelve models are significant,
with Prob>chi2 smaller than 0.05. They are revenue by customer, call plan by
customer, call report by customer, presentation call by customer, prospect call by
customer, and follow-up call by customer. However, size shows no statistical
significance in any of the six models, which means that large and small companies
have no differences in tracking sales data by customer.
The fourth set of models focused on the impact size had on tracking sales data
by salesperson, After doing the logit regression, eleven out of twelve models are
significant, with Prob>chi2 smaller than 0.05. Profit by salesperson is the only
insignificant model. Among these significant models, size is only significant in the
follow-up calls by salesperson at 5% confidence level. Large companies are 13.17%
more likely to track follow-up call by salesperson than small companies.
The marginal effects results for companies in different sizes are shown in
Table 4-3. Data for insignificant models is omitted.
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Table 4-3 Marginal Effect of Company Size for Significant Models
Sales metrics
Track at any level
Sales volume
Dollar revenue
Profit
New customer
-0.0693*
Retained customer
Call plan
Call report
Discovery call
Presentation call
Prospect call
Lead call
Follow-up call
0.111*

Total only By customer By salesperson
0.0347
0.0348
0.0433

0.0949
-0.0107
-0.0631
-0.0981**
-0.0803**
-0.063
-0.0665*
-0.0282

0.0005
0.0002
0.0696
0.0634
0.0546

-0.0343
0.0031
0.0186
-0.0077
0.0333
-0.0106
0.0351
0.0432
0.1317**

Statistically significance: *, **, *** are 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.

Out of the 45 models examined for Hypothesis 1, only six showed significant
differences for the size variable. While technically, this means that differences exist
between large and small companies, resulting in a rejection of the null hypothesis of
no differences between the groups. The small number of cases indicates the
differences may not be large in magnitude.

4.2.2

Salespeople & Sales Managers

For Hypothesis 2, the independent variable of interest was the role of the
respondent. The same models were used as in Hypothesis 1, but marginal effects of
the independent variable, salem, were considered to compare responses between sales
managers and salespeople. The detailed results for each model are provided in the
Appendix B.
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The first set of analysis contained nine models to examine if different
characteristics of companies affect data tracking behaviors. As presented in the
discussion of Hypothesis 1, six of these models were found to be significant. Of those
six, salesm is only significant in the tracking of new customers (at 10% confidence
level). The marginal effects showed that sales managers are 7.62% more likely to
track new customers at any level than salespeople.
As mentioned in the discussion of Hypothesis 1, eight of the twelve models in
the second set which looked at tracking only at the organizational level are significant.
Among these eight models, salesm shows no significance in any of the models,
indicating sales managers and salespeople show no differences in tracking sales data
in total.
The third set of models focused on tracking sales data by customer. As
mentioned previously, six of twelve models are significant. Among these significant
models, salesm is statistically significant four models. Marginal effects for these four
models show that sales managers are 11.77% less likely to track revenue by customer
than salespeople; sales managers are 7.43% less likely to track call plan by customer
than salespeople; sales managers are 12.91% less likely to track presentation call by
customer; and sales managers are 10.02% less likely to track prospect call by
customer.
The fourth set of models focused on tracking sales data by salesperson. Eleven
out of twelve models were significant, with profit by salesperson as the only
insignificant model. Among these significant models, salesm is significant in six
models. Marginal effects show that sales managers are 16.89% more likely to track
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sales volume by salesperson; 11.48% more likely to track revenue by salesperson;
18.38% more likely to track new customer by salesperson; 18.79% more likely to
track retained customer by salesperson; 16.59% more likely to track call report by
salesperson; and 15.96% more likely to track prospect call by salesperson than
salespeople.
The marginal effects for sales managers as compared to salespeople are shown
in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4 Marginal Effects of Showing How Sales Managers Compare to Salespeople
for Significant Models
Sales metrics
Track at any level Total only By customer By salesperson
Sales volume
0.1689***
Dollar revenue
-0.1177*
0.1148*
Profit
New customer
0.0762*
0.1838**
Retained customer
0.0489
0.1879**
Call plan
-0.007
-0.0743**
0.0838
Call report
-0.0014
-0.0257
0.1659**
Discovery call
-0.0043
0.0518
Presentation call
-0.0207
-0.1291**
0.0858
Prospect call
0.0667
-0.1002*
0.1596*
Lead call
0.0357
0.0837
Follow-up call
0.0012
-0.0963
0.0745

Statistically significance: *, **, *** are 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.

Out of the 45 models examined for Hypothesis 2, only eleven showed
significant differences between how sales managers and sales people track sales data.
While technically, this means that differences exist between the two roles, resulting in
a rejection of the null hypothesis of no differences between the groups, the small
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number of cases may again indicate that the differences may not be large in
magnitude.

4.2.3

CRM Systems

For Hypothesis 3, crm is the independent variable of interest for each model.
The same dependent variables are used in this analysis as for Hypotheses 1 and 2.
There are six significant models in the first set, and crm is statistically significant in
five of them at 1% confidence level. They are tracking of new customers, call plans,
call reports, prospect calls, and follow-up calls. Marginal effects indicate that
companies who have CRM systems are 14.5% more likely to track new customers at
any level; 28.79% more likely to track call plans at any level; 30.78% more likely to
track call reports at any level. 27.49% more likely to track prospect calls at any level;
and 25.03% more likely to track follow-up calls at any level than companies that
don’t have access to CRM systems.
For the second set, eight of the twelve models are significant. Among these
eight models, crm is significant in every model. The marginal effects show how the
company having CRM systems or not affects sales data tracking behavior. Companies
that have CRM systems are 10.84% more likely to track retained customer in total;
18.29% more likely to track call plans in total; 18.71% more likely to track call
reports in total; 14.55% more likely to track discovery calls in total; 13.74% more
likely to track presentation calls in total; 17.14% more likely to track prospect calls in
total; 12.83% more likely to track lead calls in total; and 16.78% more likely to track
follow-up call in total than companies that don’t have access to the CRM system.
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The third set of models focused on the impact having CRM or not had on
tracking sales data by customer. As mentioned before, six of twelve models are
significant and crm is significant in each. Marginal effect analysis showed that
companies that have CRM are 2.24% less likely to track revenue by customer; 8%
more likely to track call plan by customer; 11.58% more likely to track call reports by
customer; 11.6% more likely to track presentation calls by customer; 13.87% more
likely to track prospect calls by customer; and 17.72% more likely to track follow-up
calls by customer than companies that don’t have access to a CRM system.
The fourth set of models focused on the impact having CRM systems had on
tracking sales data by salesperson. Eleven out of twelve models are significant; only
the profit by salesperson model was not significant. Among these significant models,
crm is significant in nine models. Marginal effects showed that companies with CRM
systems are 10.96% more likely to track new customers by salesperson; 2.05% more
likely to track retained customers by salesperson; 31.23% more likely to track call
plans by salesperson; 33.71% more likely to track call reports by salesperson; 24.19%
more likely to track presentation calls by salesperson; 26.71% more likely to track
discovery calls by salesperson; 34.13% more likely to track prospect calls by
salesperson; 25.87% more likely to track lead calls by salesperson; and 30.57% more
likely to track follow-up calls by salesperson than companies that don’t have access
to CRM systems.
The marginal effects that result for companies with CRM as compared to
those without it are shown in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5 Marginal Effect of Having CRM or Not for Significant Models
Sales metrics Track at any level
Sales volume
Dollar revenue
Profit
New customer
0.145***
Retained customer
Call plan
0.2879***
Call report
0.3078***
Discovery call
Presentation call
Prospect call
0.2749***
Lead call
Follow-up call
0.2503***

In total

0.1084*
0.1829***
0.1871***
0.1455***
0.1374***
0.1714***
0.1283***
0.1678***

By customer By salesperson
0.0561
-0.0224*
-0.0240

0.08***
0.1158***
0.116**
0.1387**
0.1772***

0.1096*
0.0205
0.3123***
0.3371***
0.2419***
0.2671***
0.3413***
0.2587***
0.3057***

Statistically significance: *, **, *** are 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.

Out of the 45 models examined for Hypothesis 3, twenty eight showed
significant differences in sales tracking between companies with CRM systems and
companies without CRM. The null hypothesis of no differences between the two
groups, is rejected. There appears to be a large number of cases in which having
CRM shapes sales tracking behavior.

4.3

Opinions on Compensation and Other Matters

This section discusses how using different compensation methods impacts the
tracking of various sales activities. The question about compensation methods is a
multiple-answer question. Among all the 272 respondents, almost half of the
respondents (47.8%) indicated that their companies use some commission (a
percentage of sales volume) as a part of the mixture to determine sales force
compensation. Twenty one (7.7%) respondents said their companies use only
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commission to determine the amount of compensation. Thirty six (13.2%)
respondents said their companies pay only base salary. There are 22 (8.1%) responses
indicating that respondents’ companies compensate their salespeople based on a mix
of volume, profit, and team performance along with a base salary.
The last four questions in the survey asked participants to record their
opinions on various issues relating to these compensation methods, based on a 0 to 10
ordinal scale. To make the analysis clearer, responses to each question were
categorized into three groups based on relation to the means: agree, neutral, and
disagree. The first of the Likert scale questions asked participants to indicate their
opinion about total sales volume as the best way of measuring the performance of
salespeople. After summarizing the results, the mean is 5.79 with a standard deviation
of 2.02. Three groups were created. One group of respondents answered below 3.77,
another was between 3.77 and 7.81 (inclusive), and another above 7.81. Responses
less than 3.77 (0, 1, 2, 3) represent respondents who disagreed with the statement that
total sales volume is the best of measuring the performance of salespeople between
3.77 and 7.81 gave a neutral response (4, 5, 6, 7); and Likert scores larger than 7.81
(8, 9, 10) were considered to have agreed with the statement. The same process was
used to categorize responses to the other two questions as well.
Hypothesis 4 of this study considers relationships between respondents who
agreed that sales volume was the best indicator of sales activity and the tracking of
two specific sales activities: call reports and call plans. This required two logit models
to examine each of these tracking behaviors as independent variables. Neither model
was significant, such that there was no support found for hypothesis 4. In fact,
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tracking of call reports and call plans is not all that common. Those respondents who
did report tracking, most frequently track by salesperson. Over 37% report tracking
the number of call plans each salesperson creates and nearly the same number track
call reports.
Although no relationship between differences in compensation approaches
between large and small companies was hypothesized, the post facto analysis of this
issue is presented here. Table 4-6 shows the percentages of big and small companies
using different compensation methods. T-tests were used to assess whether
differences between big and small companies are statistically significant. The results
indicated that large companies and small companies have significant differences in
using base salary plus team performance as compensation at 5% confidence level,
with more large companies using compensation methods that contain team
performance; it also shows that large and small companies have significant
differences in using base salary plus percentage of profit as compensation at a 5%
confidence level, with more small companies using this compensation method than
large companies. However, other compensation methods show no statistical
significance between large and small companies. There were some differences in
attitudes toward compensation methods though. No respondents from big companies
in the sample agreed that sales volume is the best measure of sales performance,
while about 29% of small companies agreed.
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Table 4-6 Compensation Methods by Size of Company
Compensation Method
% of big companies % of small companies
Salary base only
12.77%
14.04%
Commission only
6.18%
10.64%
Salary + commission
15.96%
19.66%
Salary + %profits
7.45%
16.85%
Salary + team performance
14.89%
6.18%
Salary + commission + %profits
2.13%
3.93%
Salary + commission + team
12.77%
8.43%
Salary + %profits + team
5.32%
8.43%
Salary + commission + %profits + team
11.70%
6.18%

In order to see how different compensation methods of salespeople affect
sales data tracking, compensation methods were divided into two multiple category
dummy explanatory variables: those who use base salary only, those who use a base
salary plus commission, and others. Other explanatory variables are still the same as
hypothesis 1, 2 and 3. In this case, twelve types of sales data tracked by salesperson
are used as dependent variables. After doing the logit regression and marginal effect
analysis it was found that companies that use a base salary only are 20.84% less likely
to track revenue by salesperson; 20.2% less likely to track profit by salesperson; and
12.61% more likely to track presentation calls by salesperson. Companies that use a
base salary plus commission are 17.27% less likely to track profit by salesperson.
While no relationships were hypothesized about customer retention and
acquisition, it is interesting to note that these metrics are also tracked most frequently
at the salesperson level. More respondents reported tracking new customers by
salesperson (59%) than the number of customers retained by salesperson (47%),
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which is statistically significant at 5% confidence level after doing the t-test of
differences between the two groups.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS

Drawing from the results of this research, several implications for managers and
researchers are provided in this chapter. The limitations of this research paper and
subsequent suggestions for future research are also presented here.

5.1

Discussions

This research included several comparisons between different companies in the ways
they keep track of various types of sales data. Survey data from agribusiness companies
of different sizes, different levels in the value chain, and different sectors of agriculture
were examined. The respondents included salespeople, senior managers, sales managers,
and other managers. The results can help guide decision making among these groups.
The most important take away from this study is the impact that having a CRM
system plays in tracking sales data. A CRM system is one means of gathering and sharing
information about sales activities in an efficient way. Companies that have CRM systems
are more likely to track many sales metrics than companies that don’t have CRM.
Having CRM may make it easier to examine sales activities, particularly call planning
and reports, and different types of sales calls. It also provides a much clearer picture of
activity at the salesperson level, with likelihoods 24-34% likely that those activities are
tracked.
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According to the results, total sales unit volumes, sales unit volumes by customer,
total dollar revenues, sales unit volumes by salesperson, and sales unit volumes by
product are important data that almost every surveyed company tracks. The percentages
of surveyed companies that track numbers of sales calls, types of sales calls, or sales call
plans and call reports, however, are much lower. This indicates that agriculture firms may
not have a rich perspective of the activities used to generate revenue in their companies,
although some differences did exist by size of company and the respondents’ roles, but
not across a wide array of activities. Similarly, salespeople, by the nature of their daily
interaction with customers, look at sales outcomes by customer level, more than by the
organizational unit level. This is useful to an extent. However, as the need for sales and
marketing integration grows, a broader perspective of the salesperson’s role across a
wider activity may be useful. The usefulness of call planning and call reporting tools may
be greater when there are higher levels of integration.
No respondent from a large company agreed that sales volume is the best way of
measuring the performance of salespeople. Small companies, on the other hand, tend to
be more supportive for this statement. Perhaps the sales orientation of smaller companies
and nearness to end-users cause this result. Revenue generation is important to both large
and small companies, to manufacturers and to retailers. Each organization, regardless of
size, should consider whether their incentive structure aligns with company strategy and
customer needs.
It could be problematic that respondents seem to report an emphasis on customer
acquisition rather than retention. New customer tracking was more prevalent in large
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companies, in sales manager tracking, and in companies with CRM. Customer retention
showed no differences between these groups, but overall 84% of respondents track new
customers, while only 75% track retention. Tracking information about customer
retention is important because the length of time a company serves a customer directly
impacts the lifetime value of that relationship. As customers become more and more
scarce, it is wise for companies to keep track of customer retention rates and examine
lifetime value in order to fine tune investments in relationships. Companies that excel at
retention may build capabilities in value creation that result in higher levels of acquisition
in the long run. These topics provide fodder for future researchers to consider.
Also of note, more large companies include team performance in their
compensation mixture than small companies. Future researchers may want to consider
how including compensation on the basis of team performance affects sales results.

5.2
5.2.1

Implications

Implications for Managers

This paper presents valuable information for managers and addresses some issues
they could focus on when tracking sales data. First, having a CRM system in place
provides opportunities for creating a richer picture of sales efforts. Data about which
customers are receiving more sales attention, which types of sales calls are used, and
where call plans and call reports are being used provide managers with the ability to more
closely direct sales efforts, identify training opportunities, and allocate precious coaching
time. In a homogenous marketplace where all customers are interchangeable, it may not
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matter how revenues are generated, but in the diverse and complex marketplace of
modern agriculture, a more refined perspective may be useful.

5.2.2

Implications for Large & Small Companies

This paper also presents useful information and suggestions for different sized
companies. Large companies seem to do a better job tracking salesperson follow up.
Given that smaller firms often tout service as one of their strengths, smaller firms may
want to consider how they could equal or better their larger peers in the tracking of
follow up.

5.2.3

Implications for Academics

There are also some implications for researchers and academics. First of all, there
is little research in the past that focuses on the differences between how companies keep
track of sales data in agribusiness. Agribusiness as an industry and sales data tracking
have not received much attention. Another implication for academics would be the
systematic categorizing sales calls into the five types discussed in previous sections. No
past literature has illustrated the definitions and purposes of these five types of calls, yet
they seem to be tracked, particularly by companies with CRM systems in place. In the
future, researchers could utilize these categorizations of sales calls in their research and
conduct experiments to test if these classifications are completed and detailed enough to
aid researches in the relative fields.
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5.3

Limitations of Study

This research may not be generalizable to other situations. It is difficult to
determine whether the respondents in this study are representative of a broader
population since little research has been done that looks at the number of salespeople and
sales managers in agribusiness. Further, responses from industrial sales organizations in
agribusiness may be different than those in other industries. Similarly, selling
organizations focused primarily on consumers may not be able to draw conclusions from
the data and implications coming from an industrial setting like agriculture.
Another limitation is that this survey could have included more demographic
questions. The survey didn’t include questions asking the participant’ age, gender, years
of education, incomes, or years of working experience. It only asked the roles, their
company sizes and the customers they serve, since these three elements are the primary
focus for this study. However, ignoring some demographic characteristics could cause
bias in omitting other variables in the analysis. Further survey data collection could
include more demographics to avoid this problem.
The last limitation to this research is due to the nature of opinion based research
techniques. A Likert scale question could cause different kinds of biases. First of all,
respondents may avoid using extreme response categories, like 0 or 10, which could be
called as central tendency bias. Another bias could be the acquiescence bias, which
means that respondents have a tendency to agree with the survey questions or indicate a
positive attitude toward the questions (Watson, 1992). Watson also gave some example
questions, such as: “It is better to …” type of questions. This kind of bias could result in
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more positive answers. In this research paper, questions like “It is easy to …” and “… is
the best way” may result in this kind of bias. Similarly, opinions about how information
is used within an organization may not be as useful as direct observation or in depth
interviews.

5.4

Recommendations for Further Studies

There are some questions raised in this study that would suggest additional studies
in the future. First of all, understanding how the five types of sales calls are used to
achieve varying levels of sales success or to accomplish specific company strategies
would be useful. For example, a company who wishes to utilize a strategy of high levels
of customer intimacy may benefit from a proportionately higher usage of discovery or
service calls. Researchers could help develop specific strategies for each type of calls
according to their definitions and purposes. In this way, salespeople as well as managers
could learn and make call plans ahead for each type of calls in order to maximize
effectiveness when making sales calls.
In addition, researchers could pay more attention to the causal relationships within
sales data. Large companies tend to have more capital, and might be willing to spend
more time and money in collecting sales data compared to small companies.
Understanding the interactions between company size and CRM systems, for example,
may be provide interesting findings. Understanding how large and small companies differ
and at what point data driven sales management decisions result in higher efficiency or
effectiveness would be useful research as well.
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Further studies could also focus on how sales data tracking is different in
agribusiness companies in other countries, such as South America, Brazil and China.
The research on sales force compensation in agriculture is not well developed.
While many of the retail companies report compensating salespeople, at least in part, on
the basis of volume, comparisons between the percentages paid and measures of the
effectiveness of different pay structures in this environment could be useful. Researchers
should consider determining which rates are most ideal in which situations and how
variances drive movement in human capital. Agricultural sales remains strongly
relationship focused. Researches that consider the benefits of compensation using volume
as opposed to customer satisfaction would help managers make better decisions on these
issues.
Last but not the least, researchers could also expand this project in the future by
focusing on how data tracking affects marginal returns from working with individual
customers or using specific salespeople. An assessment tool to assist sales managers in
evaluating salespeople’s performance from both the salesperson and the customers’
perspectives could be useful. The DuPont expansion model as presented by Mishra, Moss
and Erickson in 2009 decomposed the return on equity into three components, gross
margin divided by sales times the asset turnover ratio then times the asset to equity ratio.
A similar approach for calculating the impact of sales activities on customer profitability
could be useful.
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5.5

Conclusions

This research has examined the differences between companies in terms of how
they track different types of sales data. There are some useful and practical findings
generated from this research, as well as some limitations and recommendations for future
studies. Promotional decisions regarding the sales force are critical to industrial firms. As
the agriculture industry continues to improve and meet customers’ demands,
manufacturers and retailers will have to adjust their strategies accordingly. Therefore,
continuing this research is important to the success of agribusiness companies and the
researchers who study them in the future.
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Appendix A Surveys
Sales Data Survey

This survey will help us understand how agribusiness firms use sales data to determine
sales force effectiveness. Specific instructions are shown before each question. This
survey will take no more than 5 minutes. The risks for taking the survey are minimal and
no greater than what you encounter in your daily life. For questions about this research,
please contact Dr. W. Scott Downey at (765)494-4325 or downeyws@purdue.edu. We
really appreciate your input!

Q1 Which of the following best describes your role within your organization?


Senior Manager (1)



Sales Manager (2)



Marketing Manager (3)



Managers of areas other than sales and marketing (4)



Salesperson (5)



Technical Specialist (6)



Other (7)
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Q2 How many people does your organization employ? Please report the employment for
the entire organization, not just your department or location.


Less than 50 (1)



50 to less than 200 (2)



200 to less than 500 (3)



500 to less than 1000 (4)



1000 and more (5)

Q3 Primarily, which of the following customers does your company serve?


Crop farmers (1)



Livestock farmers (2)



Crop retailers/corporations (3)



Livestock retailers/corporations (4)



Equipment dealers (5)



Other (6)

The following questions are about salespeople activities. Some organizations track sales
activities at very high levels, only measuring sales volume by person, for example. Other
organizations keep track of some more detailed information like how many sales calls are
made on each individual customer, for example.
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Q4 From the following salespeople activities, please select all the activities you track.
Total (1)

By
Customer
(2)

By Product
(3)

By
Salesperson
(4)

By
Organizational
Unit (5)

Sales
volume (1)











Dollar
revenue
generated
(2)











Profits (3)































# of call
plans
completed
(6)











# of call
reports
completed
(7)











# of sales
calls (8)































# of new
customers
(4)
# of retained
customers
(5)

# of product
training days
(9)
# of sales
training days
(10)
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The next question is about different types of sales calls. Below are the explanations of
these sales calls.
1. A Prospect Call: A introductory call during which the purpose is to get to know or
better know a non-customer or a customer who only does a little business with you.
2. A Lead Call: A call on a non-customer which has been generated as a result of a
referral from another part of the organization or from a customer or supplier who
indicates there is a need.
3. A Presentation Call: A call on a non-customer or a customer with the purpose of
presenting value and obtaining a sale.
4. A Discovery Call: The purpose of these calls is to better understand customers with
whom a high level of trust has been developed, but not to sell products. An annual review
would be an example of a discovery call as long as the intent was not to discuss the
following years purchase.
5. A Follow-up Call: A call made on an existing customer with the purpose of providing
service, solving a problem or maintaining the relationship.

Q5 How do you keep track of the different types of sales calls?
Total (1)

By Customers
(2)

By Salespeople
(3)

Do not track
(4)

Discovery calls
(1)









Presentation
calls (2)









Prospect calls
(3)









Lead calls (4)
Follow-up calls
(5)
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The following question is about management activities.
Q6 How does your company compensate salespeople? (Check all that apply)


Percentage of sales volume (1)



Percentage of profit (2)



Team performance (3)



Salary base (4)



Do not know (5)

The following questions are about customer activities.
Q7 Do you have a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System that allows you to
track activities of salespeople?


Yes (1)



No (2)

If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of BlockIf Yes Is Selected, Then Skip To To what
extent do you use a CRM Syste...

Q8 To what extent do you use a CRM System to keep track of sales activities?


0 (0)



1 (1)



2 (2)



3 (3)



4 (4)



5 (5)



6 (6)



7 (7)



8 (8)



9 (9)



10 (10)
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The following questions ask for your opinions about evaluating salespeople. For each
statement, please select the bubble that best describes your agreement.

Q9 Total sales volume is the best way of measuring the performance of salespeople.


0 (0)



1 (1)



2 (2)



3 (3)



4 (4)



5 (5)



6 (6)



7 (7)



8 (8)



9 (9)



10 (10)

Q10 There are many factors that influence sales performance.


0 (0)



1 (1)



2 (2)



3 (3)



4 (4)



5 (5)



6 (6)



7 (7)



8 (8)



9 (9)



10 (10)
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Q11 It is easy to evaluate the effort of salespeople.


0 (0)



1 (1)



2 (2)



3 (3)



4 (4)



5 (5)



6 (6)



7 (7)



8 (8)



9 (9)



10 (10)

Q12 It is easy to evaluate the effectiveness of salespeople.


0 (0)



1 (1)



2 (2)



3 (3)



4 (4)



5 (5)



6 (6)



7 (7)



8 (8)



9 (9)



10 (10)
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Appendix B Regression Results
Table B.1 Call Report at Any Level Model
calrtrack
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others*
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
-0.1697 (0.2722)
-0.0418
-0.4897 (0.4661)
-0.1167
0.3409 (0.3394)
0.0842
-0.3479 (0.3968)
-0.0843
1.0461 (0.5931)
0.2530
-0.0113 (0.9521)
-0.0028
-0.1291 (0.9812)
-0.0317
0.1532 (0.9956)
0.0380
-0.2865 (1.0053)
-0.0694
-0.9336 (0.2805)
0.3078

Table B.2 Call Plan at Any Level Model
calptrack
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm*
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
-0.0133 (0.2704)
-0.0033
-0.0727 (0.4459)
-0.0179
0.1575 (0.3364)
0.0390
-0.7288 (0.4039)
-0.1727
0.8110 (0.5915)
0.1990
0.1962 (0.9446)
0.1990
-0.1669 (0.9721)
-0.0410
0.1159 (0.9869)
0.0288
-0.5437 (1.0001)
-0.1296
1.2097 (0.278)
0.2879

Table B.3 New Customer at Any Level Model
newtrack
size*
seniorm
salesm*
otherm**
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
-0.6558 (0.3879)
-0.0693
-0.1431 (0.5303)
-0.0153
0.7942 (0.4554)
0.0762
1.4869 (0.6392)
0.1120
0.8150 (0.8396)
0.0641
1.6038 (1.2054)
0.1765
0.3008 (1.2082)
0.0288
0.7833 (1.2343)
0.0663
-0.0374 (1.2261)
-0.0039
1.2834 (0.398)
0.1450
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Table B.4 Retained Customer at Any Level Model
recustrack
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm***
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.1013 (0.3102)
0.0177
-0.0458 (0.4497)
-0.0081
0.4933 (0.3581)
0.0835
1.6772 (0.5473)
0.2198
0.8489 (0.6978)
0.1198
0.9114 (0.9636)
0.1617
0.5567 (0.993)
0.0882
0.1227 (0.9991)
0.0211
0.6141 (1.0316)
0.0940
0.3312 (0.3047)
0.0589

Table B.5 Prospect Call at Any Level Model
prosptrack
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.3679 (0.2743)
0.0877
0.7181 (0.4622)
0.1593
0.2096 (0.3427)
0.0499
-0.3564 (0.3928)
-0.0868
0.5488 (0.6214)
0.1231
1.5987 (0.9558)
0.3687
1.2199 (0.9804)
0.2558
1.5598 (0.9966)
0.3089
1.0102 (1.0048)
0.2134
1.1582 (0.276)
0.2749

Table B.6 Follow-up Call at Any Level Model
foltrack
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm

Marginal Effects
Coefficient
0.4526 (0.269)
0.1110
0.5255 (0.4483)
0.1252
0.0523 (0.337)
0.0129
-0.4346 (0.3897)
-0.1080
0.3237 (0.597)
0.0781
1.2499 (0.9506)
0.3002
1.1474 (0.9775)
0.2576
1.2629 (0.9912)
0.2783
0.8036 (1.0008)
0.1852
1.0283 (0.269)
0.2503
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Table B.7 Retained Customer in Total Model
totrecus
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm***
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm*

Coefficient
0.3815 (0.2671)
0.1078
(0.44)
0.1961
(3312)
1.3287 (0.4022)
0.0248 (0.5555)
0.4409 (0.9477)
0.12
(0.9763)
0.0245 (0.9892)
0.0608 (1.0014)
0.4371 (0.2626)

Marginal Effects
0.0949
0.0269
0.0489
0.314
0.0062
0.1094
0.03
0.0061
0.0152
0.1084

Table B.8 Call Plan in Total Model
totcalp
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
-0.0726
(0.331)
-0.212
(0.5613)
-0.0472 (0.3978)
-0.466
(0.4862)
-0.4895 (0.7393)
0.5464 (1.1493)
0.3298 (1.1879)
1.2661 (1.1900)
-0.1736 (1.2495)
1.3011 (0.3670)

Marginal Effects
-0.0107
-0.0298
-0.007
-0.063
-0.063
0.0803
0.0522
0.2365
-0.0426
0.1829

Table B.9 Call Report in Total Model
totcalr
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
-0.5049 (0.3541)
-0.9854 (0.7087)
-0.0115 (0.4189)
-0.1923 (0.4895)
-0.0437 (0.7466)
0.165
(1.1651)
0.2211
(1.12)
0.9587 (1.2072)
0.5624
(1.222)
1.5625 (1.2474)

Marginal Effects
-0.0631
-0.0967
-0.0014
-0.0235
-0.0055
0.0208
0.0294
0.1501
0.0825
0.1871
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Table B.10 Discovery Call in Total Model
totdisc
size**
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
-0.9034 (0.3626)
0.1704 (0.5712)
-0.0392 (0.4483)
0.5379 (0.4780)
-0.2471 (0.8480)
15.0157 (1202.598)
14.6256 (1202.598)
14.7147 (1202.598)
14.1744 (1202.598)
1.3837 (0.3874)

Marginal Effects
-0.0982
0.0197
-0.0043
0.0670
-0.0252
0.9944
0.9891
0.9875
0.9720
0.1455

Table B.11 Presentation Call in Total Model
totpres
size**
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
-0.76459 (0.3649)
-0.64567 (0.6513)
-0.19767 (0.4384)
0.128133 (0.4769)
0.134146 (0.7395)
13.97953 (910.8025)
13.98825 (910.8025)
14.38965 (910.8025)
14.34988 (910.8025)
1.351819 (0.4002)

Marginal Effects
-0.0803
-0.0576
-0.0207
0.0141
0.0149
0.9904
0.9884
0.9874
0.9738
0.1374

Table B.12 Prospect Call in Total Model
totprosp
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
-0.4517 (0.3221)
0.4714 (0.5485)
0.4543 (0.4224)
0.7260 (0.4627)
0.4250 (0.6873)
15.0334 (1127.838)
14.7642 (1127.838)
15.1732 (1127.838)
14.2370 (1127.838)
1.2789 (0.3455)

Marginal Effects
-0.0630
0.0742
0.0667
0.1175
0.0674
0.9960
0.9851
0.9836
0.9612
0.1714
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Table B.13 Lead Call in Total Model
totlead
size*
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
-0.6457 (0.3643)
0.1467
(0.63)
0.3302 (0.4638)
0.7264 (0.5004)
0.3990 (0.7641)
14.8125 (1257.618)
14.7898 (1257.618)
15.0413 (1257.618)
13.3889 (1257.618)
1.2859 (0.3906)

Marginal Effects
-0.0665
0.0160
0.0357
0.0897
0.0475
0.9934
0.9902
0.9889
0.9716
0.1283

Table B.14 Follow-up Call in Total Model
totfol
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
-0.2444 (0.3391)
-0.2091 (0.6099)
0.0100 (0.4292)
0.4028 (0.4332)
0.2026 (2251.922)
16.2083 (2251.922)
15.9558 (2251.922)
16.1187 (2251.922)
15.3118 (2251.922)
1.5200 (0.3886)

Marginal Effects
-0.0282
-0.0230
0.0012
0.0512
0.0251
0.9970
0.9908
0.9736
0.9893
0.1678

Table B.15 Revenue by Customer Model
revcus
size
seniorm
salesm*
otherm
others**
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm*

Marginal Effects
Coefficient
0.1591 (0.2516)
0.0348
0.2125 (0.4758)
0.0453
-0.5262 (0.3487)
-0.1177
0.4526 (0.4379)
0.0941
-1.1409 (0.5660)
-0.2742
0.0394 (0.9514)
0.0087
0.1431 (0.9813)
0.0309
1.0089
(1.019)
0.1908
-0.6190 (1.0023)
-0.1448
-0.1026 (0.28040
-0.0224
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Table B.16 Call Plan by Customer Model
calpcus
size
seniorm
salesm**
otherm**
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.0078 (0.4263)
0.0005
-0.3511 (0.0611)
0.0005
-1.2641 (0.5159)
-0.0743
-1.3006 (0.6225)
-0.0630
-0.8663 (0.8536)
-0.0414
13.5619 (763.9444)
0.9790
12.0325 (763.9444)
0.9904
13.6883 (763.9444)
0.9921
12.9848 (763.9444)
0.9830
1.2775 (0.4714)
0.0800

Table B.17 Call Report by Customer Model
calrcus
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.0038 (0.4288)
0.0002
-0.3225 (0.7514)
-0.0169
-0.4639 (0.5302)
-0.0257
-0.1485 (0.8025)
-0.0083
0.1429 (1323.496)
0.0088
14.5075 (1323.496)
0.9847
13.0727 (1323.496)
0.9931
15.2224 (1323.496)
0.9947
13.9642 (1323.496)
0.9867
2.0347 (0.5715)
0.1158

Table B.18 Presentation Call by Customer Model
cuspres
size
seniorm
salesm**
otherm***
others*
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm**

Marginal Effects
Coefficient
0.4541 (0.3143)
0.0696
-0.6509 (0.4995)
-0.0845
-0.9172 (0.3705)
-0.1291
-1.5077 (0.4786)
-0.1718
-1.0621 (0.6613)
-0.1188
14.7478 (1086.676)
0.9959
14.3834 (1086.676)
0.9822
15.6245 (1086.676)
0.9830
14.9908 (1086.676)
0.9602
0.7921 (0.3215)
0.1160
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Table B.19 Prospect Call by Customer Model
cusprosp
size
seniorm
salesm*
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm**

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.3344 (0.3005)
0.0634
0.0599 (0.4785)
0.0114
-0.5526 (0.3751)
-0.1002
-0.3833 (0.4301)
-0.0680
-0.2379 (0.6062)
-0.0425
1.0178 (1.1483)
0.1882
-0.4098 (1.2133)
-0.0720
1.0370 (1.1864)
0.2234
-0.4618 (1.2541)
-0.0791
1.0370 (0.3041)
0.1387

Table B.20 Follow-up Call by Customer Model
cusfol
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.3025 (0.3072)
0.0546
-0.3763 (0.5081)
-0.0625
-0.5593 (0.3767)
-0.0963
-0.6479 (0.4429)
-0.1041
-0.1638 (0.614)
-0.0283
0.8273 (1.1484)
0.1464
-0.3583 (1.2128)
-0.0603
1.3931 (1.1856)
0.2991
0.1345 (1.2210
0.0248
1.0316 (0.3211)
0.1772

Table B.21 Sales Volume by Salesperson Model
Marginal Effects
volsal
Coefficient
size
0.2632 (0.3575)
0.0347
seniorm
0.5575
(0.5)
0.0643
salesm*** 1.4189 (0.4386)
0.1689
otherm** 1.3403 (0.5207)
0.1363
others
0.3361 (0.6663)
0.0404
cropf
0.6113 (1.2111)
0.0823
cropr
0.2451 (1.2359)
0.0308
livesf
0.9623 (1.2836)
0.1027
otherc
-1.1487 (1.2411)
-0.2002
crm
0.4133 (0.3486)
0.0561
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Table B.22 Revenue by Salesperson Model
revsal
size
seniorm
salesm*
otherm**
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.2148 (0.2935)
0.0433
0.6866 (0.47280)
0.1229
0.5885 (0.3522)
0.1148
1.0553 (0.4425)
0.1821
-0.3102 (0.5602)
-0.0663
0.4799 (0.9572)
0.0975
0.4047 (0.9862)
0.0771
1.2423 (1.0299)
0.2033
-0.6752 (1.0047)
-0.1501
-0.1189 (0.2915)
-0.0240

Table B.23 New Customer by Salesperson Model
newsal
size
seniorm
salesm**
otherm**
others
cropf*
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm*

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
-0.1508 (0.2907)
-0.0343
0.3904 (0.4554)
0.0845
0.8461 (0.3560)
0.1838
0.9049 (0.4243)
0.1850
0.8080 (0.6218)
0.1601
1.7072 (0.9615)
0.3757
0.9586 (0.9822)
0.1928
1.5790 (1.0036)
0.2853
-0.7735 (1.0299)
-0.1863
0.4787 (0.2904)
0.1096

Table B.24 Retained Customer by Salesperson Model
recussal
size
seniorm
salesm**
otherm***
others
cropf*
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm*

Marginal Effects
Coefficient
0.0127 (0.2743)
0.0031
0.2956 (0.44110
0.0719
0.7797 (0.3399)
0.1879
1.2355
(0.409)
0.2772
0.9300 (0.5856)
0.2090
2.0086 (1.1524)
0.4614
1.6509 (1.1742)
0.3477
1.1824 (1.1834)
0.2642
0.1492 (1.2114)
0.0366
0.0830
(0.271)
0.0205
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Table B.25 Call Plan by Salesperson Model
calpsal
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc*
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.0816 (0.28320
0.0186
0.1870 (0.4808)
0.0434
0.3631
(0.357)
0.0838
-0.1353 (0.4221)
-0.0305
0.8138
(0.594)
0.1975
-0.0073 (0.9474)
-0.0017
-0.5325 (0.9775)
-0.1142
-0.2299 (0.9938)
-0.0511
-1.7225 (1.04780
-0.2922
1.4583 (0.2982)
0.3123

Table B.26 Call Report by Salesperson Model
calrsal
size
seniorm
salesm**
otherm
others**
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
-0.0340 (0.2864)
-0.0077
-0.1226 (0.5091)
-0.0273
0.7209 (0.3635)
0.1659
0.0137 (0.4266)
0.0031
1.0499 (0.6118)
0.2545
-0.0326 (0.9602)
-0.0074
-0.5107 (0.9916)
-0.1086
-0.0824 (1.0073)
-0.0184
-1.4637 (1.0464)
-0.2575
1.6042 (0.3072)
0.3371

Table B.27 Discovery Call by Salesperson Model
salesdisc
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Marginal Effects
Coefficient
0.1539 (0.2544)
0.0333
0.3571 (0.4805)
0.0805
0.2375 (0.3629)
0.0518
0.3293 (0.4251)
0.0735
-0.0031 (0.607)
-0.0007
0.5094 (0.9455)
0.1091
-0.1026 (0.9801)
-0.0219
-0.0128 (0.9995)
-0.0028
-0.4502 (1.0147)
-0.0905
1.3070
(0.301)
0.2671
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Table B.28 Presentation Call by Salesperson Model
salespres
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
-0.0490 (0.252)
-0.0106
-0.0409 (0.4834)
-0.0088
0.3902 (0.3524)
0.0858
-0.2436 (0.4205)
-0.0512
0.0408 (0.5972)
0.0089
1.3904 (1.1459)
0.2901
0.9624 (1.1744)
0.2247
1.4625 (1.1834)
0.3442
1.0600 (1.1951)
0.2513
1.1730 (0.2958)
0.2419

Table B.29 Prospect Call by Salesperson Model
salesprosp
Coefficient
Marginal Effects
size
0.1427 (0.2768)
0.0351
seniorm** 0.9175 (0.4656)
0.2251
salesm*
0.6488 (0.3537)
0.1596
otherm
0.1102 (0.4103)
0.0272
others
0.7079 (0.5918)
0.1751
cropf
1.2476 (0.9569)
0.2962
cropr
0.4891
(0.984)
0.1213
livesf
1.1249 (0.9983)
-0.0242
otherc
-0.0992 (1.0168)
0.2732
crm***
1.4698 (0.2897)
0.3413

Table B.30 Lead Call by Salesperson Model
saleslead
size
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Marginal Effects
Coefficient
0.1992 (0.2831)
0.0432
0.1440 (0.4815)
0.0317
0.3809 (0.3555)
0.0837
0.0403 (0.4176)
-0.0087
-0.6828 (0.6615)
-0.1297
0.5656 (0.94910
0.1212
-0.0877 (0.9855)
-0.0188
0.3255
(0.998)
-0.0337
-0.1595 (1.0122)
0.0730
1.2609 (0.3001)
0.2587
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Table B.31 Follow-up Call by Salesperson Model
salesfol
size**
seniorm
salesm
otherm
others
cropf
cropr
livesf
otherc
crm***

Coefficient
Marginal Effects
0.5683 (0.2793)
0.1317
0.5160
(0.472)
0.1241
0.3188 (0.3549)
0.0745
-0.0392 (0.414)
-0.0091
0.1520 (0.5941)
0.0358
0.7201 (0.9557)
0.1646
0.3266 (0.9865)
0.0775
0.5084 (1.0065)
0.1219
0.0950 (1.0122)
0.0222
1.3996 (0.2934)
0.3057

